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Our research focuses on the mechanisms underlying cytokine action in the central nervous system (CNS) using an integrative and multidisciplinary strategy organized through supracellular (behavioral analysis by computerized monitoring systems), cellular (extracellular and intracellular neurophysiological recording), and molecular (patch-clamp recording, and DNA, RNA and protein analyses) approaches. An integrative strategy that combines computerized meal pattern analyses with cellular and molecular biology approaches allows the study of underlying brain mechanisms in cytokine- and disease-associated anorexia. This paper presents a comprehensive discussion of our laboratory's previously published data on brain mechanisms involved in cytokine-induced anorexia including the relevance of meal pattern analysis (meal size, meal duration, meal frequency, intermeal intervals), modulation of hypothalamic neuronal activity, molecular processes involving ionic conductances, cytokine-cytokine and cytokine-peptide interactions, and modulation of cytokine and peptide/neuropeptide system components (ligands, endogenous inhibitors, receptor subtypes, signal transduction molecules, intracellular mediators) and cytokine feedback systems.